Epistasis amongst PTPN2 and genes of the vitamin D pathway contributes to risk of juvenile idiopathic arthritis.
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) is a leading cause of childhood-onset disability. Although epistasis (gene-gene interaction) is frequently cited as an important component of heritability in complex diseases such as JIA, there is little compelling evidence that demonstrates such interaction. PTPN2, a vitamin D responsive gene, is a confirmed susceptibility gene in JIA, and PTPN2 has been suggested to interact with vitamin D pathway genes in type 1 diabetes. We therefore, tested for evidence of epistasis amongst PTPN2 and the vitamin D pathway genes GC, VDR, CYP24A1, CYP2R1, and DHCR7 in two independent JIA case-control samples (discovery and replication). In the discovery sample (318 cases, 556 controls), we identified evidence in support of epistasis across six gene-gene combinations (e.g., GC rs1155563 and PTPN2 rs2542151, ORint=0.45, p=0.00085). Replication was obtained for three of these combinations. That is, for GC and PTPN2, CYP2R1 and VDR, and VDR and PTPN2, similar epistasis was observed using the same SNPs or correlated proxies in an independent JIA case-control sample (1008 cases, 9287 controls). Using SNP data imputed across a 4 MB region spanning each gene, we obtained highly significant evidence for epistasis amongst all 6 gene-gene combinations identified in the discovery sample (p-values ranging from 5.6×10(-9) to 7.5×10(-7)). This is the first report of epistasis in JIA risk. Epistasis amongst PTPN2 and vitamin D pathway genes was both demonstrated and replicated.